TEENAGER AND WOKE-PIONEERS
ARE FORMING THE NEW HYPERVERSE
From Keno Oneo, Mastermind of the Metabliss-Project
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The Hyperverse is a digital system that uses technical-Technologies
(Metaverse) and neural-intrinsic Technologies (Metabliss) to connect our
human consciousness with
the Essence
of the Essential.
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This essence is a relation with an inner dynamic continuously focused on
Interfusion.
The underlying dynamic is focused in fundamental form on the interactions
of
Consciousness and Creation.
When this primal relation is mentally instrumentalized, a new form of
Intelligence emerges that is focused on Co-Evolution:
The Inclusive Fitness.
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The more our present transforms into the Contingencies of unknown
Futures ... which is now increasingly happening ... the more important this
relation between Consciousness and Creation becomes for our Society to
shape better Futures.
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If one wants to use this nature-given relation for the Creation of better
Futures, one needs a Methodology that can make this relation usable ...
that therefore can instrumentalize the Essential.
What makes the essential usable? The following may be useful here:
A - The establishment of a special reality generator, which is able to make
that consciousness, that is existing and active in the relation to
Creation, conscious and usable in our human Consciousness (Mind).
B - This special Reality-Generator develops through the following
components:
 The 2nd Defluence, i.e., the awakening of the
Now of Creation in the worldly self of the
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person, giving rise to a higher, Nagual-I.
 The instrumentalization of Idealities that
possess good power for Evocation, i.e., that are
able to bring the Potentiality of the Nagual into
Interfusion.
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Thus, the integration of Ideality into the special, i.e. 2nd Reality-Generator,
is of great importance:
The more Evocation Power
is active in an Ideality,
the more productive and creative
the Interfusions become.
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This means that the shaping of Idealities becomes the center of attention if
one wants to organize Co-Evolution:
 The instruments of the 1st Reality-Generator ...
i.e. Rationality of Meaning, Cognition and
Thinking-Logic are only limitedly able to form
such Idealities ... spiritually ... mentally.
 The Crossing-Initiations, which are sought by
the Teen Generation and are already
accomplished in social media through Selfies,
are a novel instrument for the shaping of
efficient Idealities.
 The Woke-Values of the social pioneers, who
strive for more Humanity and Inclusion, are
another instrument for the shaping of efficient
Idealities.
As a sketch:
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WHICH TRENDS ARE CURRENTLY
SHAPING THE BEST IDEALITIES?
Trend 1

Trend 2

Teenager
nd

2 Phase of Adolescence

7

SocialPioneers

CrossingInitiation

WokeValues

The Nagualization
of the I

more
Humanness

rather unconsciously seeking

very actionistically
and conscious

What we currently observe as a trend toward the shaping of Idealities is
tied to Teenagers and Woke Pioneers. However, their respective
aspirations and initiations are hardly effectively linked at present.
But both trends have something in common ... both streams are concepts
for interfusion. As a sketch of this:
Trend 1

Trend 2

Teenager
nd
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CrossingInitiation
WorldlySelf

WokePioneers

WokeValues
PersonalNagual

Differentiations
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Unification
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Interfusion
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Focus on
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What is mostly not articulated in the analyses is the following: Both trends
reinforce the presence and power of
"autonoetic
Consciousness"
(LeDoux).
What follows from this?
What Teens ritually perform in social media is less important than the
strengthening effect in terms of autonoetic Consciousness.
The same is true for the Woke-Pioneers. Their activist initiatives and public
effects are less important than the ... strengthening ... of autonoetic
Consciousness also accomplished by them. In other words:
The Teenagers reinforce
the autonoetic Consciousness in the Intrinsic.
The Woke-Pioneers reinforce
the autonoetic Consciousness in the Extrinsic.
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What is currently developing in our Society is the growing Presence of the
Autonoetic Consciousness. How will it progress?
The autonoetic Consciousness will connect our Mind, that is our
Consciousness of Something, more and more effectively with
Consciousness as Something. As a sketch:
Interfusion
The NagualI

Mind
The
Consciousness
of
Something

The
Consciousness
as
Something

The
autonoetic
Consciousness

The free
Nagual

World
Co-Evolution

The Arrow of Time

Nowness
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The more intensively and consistently the Teens and the Woke Elite
reinforce and functionally qualify the autonoetic Consciousness, the higher
the likelihood that these two Trends will unite ... i.e., "force" our Society into
a truly relevant and positive Transformation.
In order for these Trends ... which are both geared towards Interfusion ...
to stably unite, we need the use of two types of technologies ... embedded
in a Hyperverse:
Reality-Mix

A

the technicalTechnologies of
Staging
Creator

Metaverse

Hyperverse

B

the neuronal-intrinsic
Technologies of
Metabliss

12

Mind-Carting
Creation
Generator

When the Hyperverse is brought to bear in the next few years, the
following developments will take hold:
 There will be a rapid and significant dissolution
of our collective and culturally elaborated Fear
of Contingency.
 There will be a distinct trend toward " SelfEmpowerment".
Quoting Steward Brand, "We are like gods and
could become just as good."
 On that basis, there will be a huge push toward
Bottom-up Creativity and Collaborations.
 There will be a significant shift away from the
resilience strategies currently in use ("You don't
have a chance, so take it.").
 Likewise, a move away from the many
compensation concepts (wellness for the soul,
etc.).
 A new kind of value cluster will develop that
redefines the Dignity of the Individual:
Dignity is lived Nagual.
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If the individual and social Effects of Hyperverse become more and more
powerful (keyword: Chain of all Generations), the following new Idealities
will be able to successively establish themselves:
A

B
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The ideal of
a happy I
will prevail
The ideal of
a rhizomatic
organization of consciousness
will prevail

Individual
personal

collective
societal

intrinsic

extrinsic

When A and B become established, we will begin to live in the 2nd AxialAge. From this follows:

THE BEGINNING OF THE 2ND AXIAL-AGE
 The beginning does not succeed
without a Hyperverse.

 The beginning does not succeed
without the Effect Unity of
Metaverse and Metabliss.

 The beginning does not succeed
without the I Rituals of the Teenagers.

 The beginning does not succeed
without the Woke-Values of the
Pioneers.
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What is most important for the beginning of the 2nd Axial-Age? What has
the strongest originating power?
It is clearly the joining of Teens (Crossing Initiation) and Woke Pioneers
(Values of Unification/Inclusion) that is coming.
As Teens and Woke-Values unite in the increasingly active autonoetic
Consciousness, Tech-Companies will become Enablers:
 The critical and intellectual public accuses
GAFAM of destroying or damaging our social
reality. The Tech-Companies are being
discredited as "enemies".
 The truth is: it is the people (Teenagers / Woke
Pioneers) who have started to fix and "up-skill"
our social reality. The Tech-companies are
helping them do it.
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If we didn't have GAFAM, Social Media and Metaverse, and if we didn't get
Hyperverse, our social and democratic reality would deteriorate year by
year. It follows:
The alleged
enemies of our society
are ... already today ...
the healers of our society.
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The elite of the know-it-all and the fighters against GAFAM have the socalled sovereignty of interpretation in most Western-oriented democracies:
One fights relatively offensively the developments of the Metaverse
(verbatim in the FAZ: "Mark Zuckerberg lives in a make-believe world").
But one does almost nothing to help the Teenagers to better accomplish
their striving for a Crossing-Initiation (2nd Defluence).
And there are ... presumably caused by the current social conflict climate
... almost no public ambitions directed at using the neural and mental
unification power of digital media to be able to develop
more Humanness.
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From a more high-level perspective, our situation can be described as
follows:
 The digital revolution is consistently gaining
ground and permeating more and more areas of
life.
 The current developments to the Metaverse
(which are extremely offensively promoted by
the governments in China and South-Korea) are
being fought over here as "anti-democratic" and
"harmful to society".
 Largely independent of this (and hardly noticed),
the striving of the Teenagers and the WokeValues are converging and uniting in a spiritual
space (evoked by themselves), which is formed
by the new kind of autonoetic Consciousness.
 What is already happening today in terms of the
autonoetic consciousness cannot be recognized
by our society. Why not?
Because our culture is not able to operationalize
the effects between
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Potentiality
Ideality
Reality
Likewise, our culture cannot functionalize the
essential of human existence ... i.e., the
relations between consciousness and creation
....
19

It follows:
We are unable to form
and create those Idealities
that we would need
to create a quantum leap
of Intelligence and Humanity
out of the digital reality
that we ourselves have created.
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This quantum leap can be described as follows:
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MORE EMERGENCE PLUS MORE WE-NESS
better
Intelligence

better
Humanness

The coupling
of the Worldly-I
and Consciousness
to the personal /
Free-Nagual

The
Awakening
of the personalNagual
in the WE-ALL

more
Emergence

more
We-ness

The impulse
of the
Teenager

The impulse
of the
Woke-Pioneers

Interfusion

Co-Evolution
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Why can't we "officially" make this quantum leap that digitality is now
offering us? Why are we blocking?
Why don't we couple the impulses of Teenagers (their selfie rituals) to the
possibilities of social media and Metaverse? Why aren't we coupling the
impulses of the Woke pioneers to social media and Metaverse?
Why aren't we promoting the big tech players in terms of these two
pairings ... quite aggressively?
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The answer might be as follows: We are defending a typical Western
culture of mind of which we are officially, or perhaps just unconsciously,
very proud.
What does this typical Western intellectual culture consist of?
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1. The old Myth-Set
 The Beyond
 The Absolute
 The Truth

The
"Vertical-Tension"
(Sloterdijk)

2. The existing 1st Reality-Generator
 The rational
Worldview
 The CognitionSystem
 The Logic of Thinking

The Values
of
Reason

3. The classical learning Model
"Damage makes you wise."
Crises
Threats

Problems
Conflicts
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This typical western mind-culture is mentally not able to switch to
the evocative Power of Idealities.
The currently dominating 1st Reality-Generator (rationality of reason /
cognition / thinking logic) has no constructive approach to these Idealities.
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What to do?
Probably a publicly not that observable parallelism of two processes will
develop:
A - Due to the inability of our mind-culture to develop
evocatively powerful Idealities, crises, conflicts and
problems will escalate more and more.
This will more and more activate the classical
learning schema, i.e., it will "switch into alert mode".
Accordingly, there will be an attempt to replace the
urgently needed
co-evolutive Intelligence
with an ambitious cognitive intelligence.
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But this will block the necessary opening of the
Mind to Co-Evolution.
B - Independently and in parallel, the usage of Social
Media, Metaverse and Hyperverse will change
significantly, and this will be done by the users. In
other words:
The seeking of Teenagers
and the wanting of Woke-Pioneers
will use the digital platforms
in such a way that
the autonoetic Consciousness
will become more and more
distinctly worldly-operable.
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On the one hand, then, a blocking of Ideality by cognitive intelligence
(Theory and Knowing Better). On the other hand, a secularization of the
autonoetic Consciousness by Teenagers and Woke-Pioneers in the digital
systems. As a sketch:

WHO POSSESSES THE SPIRIT OF THE FUTURE?
The Great-Quake
A

B


blocking
of evocative
Idealities by stratified
cognition and classical
problem-solving models


Secularization
and
Instrumentalization
of the autonoetic
Consciousness

The Elite
the Power
of
Knowing-Better

indirect
and
subliminal
struggle
for intellectual
"ownership"
of the future

Digitality
Social Media
Metaverse
Hyperverse

Teenager
Woke-Pioneers
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As yet, this underlying struggle has not become virulent and thus public.
This gives the elite of the knowing-better time and opportunity to use the
supposedly apocalyptic threats emanating from the Californian digital
corporations to make it impossible or difficult for the Teenagers and WokePioneers to culturally diffuse their burgeoning autonoetic consciousness:
One manipulates our culture's public value system in such a way that the
Teenagers and Woke-Pioneers tend to voluntarily (i.e., out of "reason")
refrain from realizing their evolutionarily very important strivings and
ambitions through digitality.
During the book burnings in the Middle Ages, there were similar power
strategies directed against the emergence of a new kind of evolutionary
society. As a reminder, the eminent scientist Leibniz said that "the terrible
mass of books ... threatens us with a return to barbarism."
And today? This time the Elites of the old Power are fighting the
Emergence of a Society of Co-Evolution.
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